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ABSTRACT

Responding to the demand for greater improvements of

the safety monitoring system, less public radiation exposure, and

increase of plant availability,measuring and control systems in

nuclear power plants have undergone many improvements. Leak

detection systems are also required to give earlier warning,

additional accuracy, and continuous monitoring function.

This paper describes the drywell sump leakage detection

system utilizing a distributed microprocessor, which is a success-

ful application owing to its versatile function and ease of

installation. The microprocessor performs various functions such

as a rate of level change computation, conversion to leakage flow

rate, initiation of alarrr, and sump pump control.

This system has already been applied to three operating BWR

plants that demonstrate its efficiency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In response to the public interest for safety and increasing

plant availability in nuclear power stations, leak detection

systems are required to have a more rapid monitoring function plus

additional sensitivity and accuracy. These requirements have

hastened the improvement.

The drywell floor drain sump, which collects unidentified

leakage flow from the reactor coolant pressure bundary, is one of

the important leak detection points. For the conventional detec-

tion method, two mechanical level switches were used and were set

up at Ki-Lo limit point respectivily. When a primary coolant

leakage occures, the floor drain fills. The rising level of

coolant in the sump operates the low level switch that starts

a preset timer. If leakage into the sump increase by more than

one gpm, the timer will fail to run out before the coolant level

reaches the high level switch and an excessive leakage alarm is

given.

The disadvantages of this method are the detection time delay

due to the switching interval and the poor reliability of mecha-

nically operated switches. When reviewing these problems, par-

ticulary at the operating plants, the need for extra capabilities

is apparent with regard to the leakage monitoring function and

reliability. Furthermore, an important factor which applies to

the operating plants is the need to select easy-to-replace hardware,
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In order to meet the above-mentioned requirement the course to

take, has been to combine a continuous, non-contacting level

detector with a compact data processor which flexibility, high

accuracy, and is similar to standard analog instruments in both

appearance and handling.

At first, the process to replace the old design began by

using a part of a plant process computer, but it was not necessarily

a good approach in case of the operating plants with a view to need

spare memory space and stand-alone characteristics.

Consequently, on the new system, an ultrasonic level meter and

a distributed microprocessor system have been used. An ultrasonic

level monitor non-contactingly detects the sump level and transmits

a continuous signal to the microprocessor system, where leakage

flow calculation from level change is performed.

Features of the new system are as follows.

• EXPANDED DETECTION FUNCTION — Rate of sump level

change may be monitored corresponding to the amount of

leakage.

• IMPROVED PERFORMANCE — Distributed microprocessor system

"TOSDIC" (Toshiba Digital Instrument & Control Systems)

has advantages of both man-machine communication inter-

faces similar to an analog controller, and enhanced

accuracy as a digital machine.
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SIMPLIFIED MAINTENANCE WORKS — Ultrasonic level

monitor contribues to reduction of the maintenance

man-power in the drywell area due to its self-

calibration facility. With on-line self-diagnosis

by TOSDIC, safety monitoring functions have been

improved considerably.

2. DETECTION METHOD

The purpose of this system is to monitor unidentified reactor

coolant leakage by means of detecting level change of the floor

drain sump for liquid collection. Sources of the leak, responsible

for increasing the sump level are considered to be composed of

the following three factors. (See Pig. 1)
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F"ig. 1 Schematic Diagram of Detection Method
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3) Air Cooler background condensates under normal

condition (= z)

Although the background contributions vary with time, it is

necessary to separate the basic leakage from air coolers from

unidentified leakages, for the purpose of providing more prompt

and quantiative information to the operators.

As regards this point, the microprocessor is designed to

subtract the air cooler condensates flow from the total leakage

flow.

3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

This system is composed of an ultrasonic level monitor and

a distributed microprocessor system. (See Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Schematic Diagram of the System
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The ultrasonic level sensor is installed above the floor drain

sump, non-contacting to drain water. Its output signal is convert-

ed to 4~ 20mA DC current and is transmitted to the analog input of

DDLS (Direct Digital Loop Station). DDLS serves as an interfa"-

of the microprocessor system "TOSDIC". Output of the air cooler

condensated water flowmeter, and contacts of the sump pump operat-

ing state are also connected with DDLS. These process datas are

received from DDLS through the analog bus and subjects to DDCS

(Direct Digital Control Station).

The A/D converted analog data is controlled and calculated

about the leakage flow. The results are returned to DDLS through

the digital bus. The digital output of DDLS initiates abnormal

leakage alarm to the annunciator, and controls the sump pump

action. The following two units are auxiliary to the microprocessor

system. One is the power failure protection unit for DDCS's battery

back-up and the other is the buzzer unit for warning of abnormalities

of DDLS, DDCS, and sensors.

HARDWARE COMPONENTS •

1) Ultrasonic level monitor

The Toshiba ultrasonic level meter has been specially

developed to meet the requirements of nuclear power

stations. This sensor provides the following benefits,

as illustrated in Pig. 3'-
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(1) Easy-to-remove

sensor

The ultrasonic

transducer may

be easily removed

from the sensor

assembly by one

handed operation.

Tig. 3 View of Ultrasonic Level Sensor

This feature contributes to reduce radiation exposure

during maintenance work in the dry well.

(2) Radiation & corrosion resistant sensor

(3) Dry calibration facility with test pulse

By means of this option, operator is able to

check the instrument on-line, and calibrate,

remote from the dry well.

2) The distributed microprocessor system "TOSDIC"

This system consists of loop station (DDLS) and control

station (DDCS) as a basic configuration.

DDLS is designed to operate independently for

an individual loop and associated man-machine function,

identical to those of conventional analog controllers

as shown in Pig. 4.
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View of DDLS

Eig. 6 Block Diagram of DDLS

and DDCS

Pig. 5

View of DDCS

DDCS is designed to receive analog signals transmitted from

DDLS and to offer A/D conversion. The converted signals are con-

trolled and calculated in accordance with a pre-programmed control

algorizm and the results are returned to DDLS. Since a control

signal is used for transmission send-back collation method system

(in addition to a parity checking system for each transmission)

is employed to ensure highly reliable data transmission. The front

panel layout of DDCS is shown in Fig. 5 and its block diagram is

shown in Fig. 6. The latter consists of a microprocessor,

the TLCS-12A combined with individual elements based on bus

construction.
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5. FUNCTION

Fig. 7 shows a function block diagram of the system, which

is able to provide two calculation procedures of detection,

corresponding to the amount of leakage flow.
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Fig. 7 Fucntion Digram of the Microprocessor System

The signal of the floor drain sump level is scanned every

few hundred milli-seconds of sampling interval, and checked for

the rejection of abnormal signals. Next, a rate of level change

is checked every one minute in order to detect a sudden doolant
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leakage. Under steady conditions, the level change is calculated

after few ten minutes interval for the detection of slow leakages.

Its timing chart is indicated at Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 Timing Chart of Calculation

The result of the calculation is converted into the leakage

flow rate and, after subtracting the cooler condensates, this flow

rate is compared with the alarm set value of unidentified leakage flcv:

(i.e.; One gallon per minute leakage increase in one hour has been

recommended by N.R.C. Regulatory Guide 1-^5)

When the leakage exceeds the alarm limit, an Annunciator is

energised through the digital output of DDLS.

The relationship between computed leakage output, and the sumr

level, is schematically illustrated in ?ig. 9. There is a further

function whereby two position OM/OFF control of the sump pump

provides Kj-Lo limit alarm outputs.
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6. CONCLUSION

By use of the distributed microprocessor system, leak detection

by the drywell floor drain sump has been greatly improved and provides

the following added advantages.

Earlier warning:

The detection re.soonse time is shorter than with other

conventional units.

Improved monitoring functions:

Continuous leakage rnon. oring function and two way detection
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method, corresponding to the amount of leakage, improve

the monitoring function.

Ease of maintenance:

Man-power saving for maintenance work and reduction of

radiation exposure have been markedly improved by calibra-

tion free sensor and self-diagnosis function of microprocessor.

Suitable for existing installations:

This system is so compactly designed that it is more

appropriate for operating plants than a large scale process

computer.

This system has been successfully employed at Tepco, Pukushina

nuclear power plants for about two years. Fig. 10 shows a view of

the microprocessor-aided leak detection system in operation.
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